Coach Hire and Contracts

ph28 is the ideal coach hire and contract booking system for coach
operators, and is acclaimed for its flexibility and user friendliness. It
is extremely easy to use, making it a favourite with owner operators,
but still packs enough punch for larger organisations.
Operations are centered on the traditional ‘Diary’ approach with all
private hires, contracts and events being cleverly merged into an
interactive browser. Each private hire booking can have multiple
jobs, with each job being split into an outward and return leg.
Bookings can also have unlimited extra’s for tolls, accommodation,
parking etc., plus there is space for unlimited client notes.
Entering new bookings is extremely simple and quick, with the
unique Booking Wizard making light work of even complex multi
day hires. There is a Booking Clone feature for copying repeat
bookings and it is quick and easy to see what other clients have
been charged for similar journeys.

The colour coded operating diary has an intuitive inbuilt scheduler,
allowing drivers and vehicles to be allocated interactively to both
private hire and contract jobs. Important events such as holidays, vehicles off road etc are easily input and clearly displayed. The library
of diary reports includes schedules, rosters, work tickets and vehicle
requirement charts.
An impressive and highly intuitive visual scheduler provides a great
alternative for allocating drivers and vehicles. It shows at a glance
a visualisation of the available drivers or vehicles and the work
which requires allocation. Allocations are made by clicking in the
rsource grid, and selections can be amended by dragging jobs to the
required driver or vehicle. It has a wide range of viewing modes,
filters and customisation options, and the schedules can be printed.
Comprehensive screens are provided for maintaining customers,
vehicles, drivers, users, categories and a range of other system types.

Confirmations and Invoices can be output in a range of customised
styles, and either printed or emailed direct to the customer along
with a covering letter. Payments can be applied against individual
bookings or batch allocated through the clients account in the Sales
Ledger. A payment history trace and activity graphs are available for
all account customers.
A versatile Contracts system offers a variety of operating patterns.
Community Transport Operators can extend the contracts system
to Dial-a-Bus and Dial-a-Ride services, where regular passengers
can be pre-booked onto designated runs. The system supports
unlimited holiday schemes and exception days, and contracts can be
designated as regular or occasional.
For work such as school swimming runs which are contracted but
operate on irregular patterns, we have Private Hire Based Contracts.
These allow the runs to be set up then amended on a daily basis,
with all the work invoiced easily at the end of the month.

Integrated accounts features include a Sales Ledger with automatic
invoicing, cash and sales daybooks, aged debtor reporting, ledger
transactions and batch payment allocations. The cash and sales
daybook summaries are journalised for optional import into Sage
Line 50 or Line 100 accounting products.
ph28 integrates with AFD postcoding products for address lookup
and with third party industry services including Don’t Travel Empty.
It also supports Verifone and Wirecard payment gateways for real
time processing of client card payments.

For more information

01302 841333
or visit www.roeville.com
call

ph28 features
 Simple and intuitive to use
 Private coach hire
 Regular and irregular contracts
 Private hire based contracts
 Confirmations & invoices - printed or e-mailed

Licensing and upgrade policy
We don’t impose any feature restrictions on our software, and have
a range of price breaks to ensure costing pro-rata to usage.
Our entry level products handle up to 1000 bookings (note: that’s
individual bookings, not jobs!), above which completed transactions
can be archived. Alternatively the product can be purchased with
higher booking licences.
Additional workstation licenses can be added as required as a
notional cost per user. Customers can upgrade within a product
range at any time for the difference in current price.

 Quotations - printed or by e-mailed
 Regular journey price catalogue
 Community transport ‘Dial-a-Bus’ operation
 Multi-depot support
 Interactive drag/drop graphical scheduler
 Conventional scheduling through the master diary
 Drivers work tickets and rosters
 Integrated and fully featured sales ledger
 Automatic invoicing

Call for a demonstration
We trust this leaflet gives you a good indication of the features and
benefits of ph28 but please don’t just take our word for it … take a
test drive and put yourself in control.

 Cash and sales daybooks
 Debtor and credit control reports
 Daily revenue analysis
 Interactive link with “Don’t Travel Empty”
 Links to our t28 and t3 tour reservation systems
 Transaction import into Sage Line 50 and Line 100
 Payment card processing through WireCard or Verifone
 Supports AFD Postcode and Postcode Plus addressing

If you would like to experience our software first hand, simply call
us for a free demonstration.
System requirements for ph28:
System: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008 and
Windows Server 2012. Supports 32 and 64 bit operating
systems (Business & Professional Editions).
Network: We recommend a 100/1GB network for local users and
Terminal Services for wide area connections.
Database: The Client Server edition requires Advantage Database
Server version 10 (or above).
Note: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server
2003 Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2012, Microsoft .NET, ASP.NET,

 Automatic updates via the internet
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